cleavages on politics with which they so often coincide. However, in the moderate confidence gained by my own general reading in this field, I judge the varied output of the 35 poets included in this anthology to be more than adequate to my purpose of giving an impression of modern Persian poetry, its themes, and techniques. Some poets of merit are not mentioned in the article, others are represented more than once. The omissions are often the anthologist's, the multiplications are partly my own: in neither case do they necessarily reflect the poet's relative merit as viewed either by myself or by his countrymen at large. Yet, selected as the items are principally for the purpose of demonstration, they will not, I believe, strike the initiated as bizarre or deceptive, whatever impression they leave on the layman now encountering modern Persian poetry for the first time. Nothing I here present will demolish established reputations or create new ones; nothing I say will, I hope, make modern Persian poetry appear to be something other than it really is, however far short it may fall of showing it in its fullness and subtlety.
Since modern Persian poetry is less susceptible than prose to imitation of the West, and either models itself on, or reacts more or less violently against, the classical themes and forms, it is probably necessary to recall briefly the characteristics of these latter.3 The classical poetry of Persia (ca. A.D. 100O-ca. 1850) can usually be classified as epic, mystical (using this term in a very generous sense), or belletristic, though there are many examples of poems that could only by violence be placed in one category to the exclusion of another. The epics are of immense length, usually stern and stereotyped (but often containing passages of lyrical beauty and originality); normally, but not always, they recount the Persian National Legend, the gesta of mythical heroes such as Sohrab and Rustum (to use the Amoldian spelling), as well as of Cyrus and Darius, of Persia's adopted son Alexander, and of such scourges of the West as the first ArdashIt and his son Shapiir 1. The mystical and quasi-mystical poetry is sometimes epic in size and sweep and ruggedness, like Riimi's MathnaVl; more often it is lyrical, polished, of perfect proportion and delicacy, like the ghazals (or "odes") of Hafiz. The belletristic poems, as I have designated them, are of all lengths and styles and thematic material; but usually their primary purpose is obviously to please-to entertain by wit or artifice or shrewdness of observation, to delight by beauty and accomplishment and praise. It is not, as it is explicitly in most of the epic and mystical poems, to teach the profoundest wisdom and virtue with reference to both this world and the next, not even with the varying respective emphases visible in these two other genres.
Virtually all the classical poetry had complicated metres, impossible to reproduce and difficult even to suggest in terms of Western reference. Length of syllable was a basic criterion, even to the point of distorting natural stress, but syllables were frequently shortened, lengthened, deleted, or added according to rules so involved as to approach arbitrariness. There is often a startling difference between reading a given line of Persian as poetry and as prose respectively : it is evident that such a feature must have a vital bearing on the worth of translation into another language, where such a distinction cannot be reproduced. The lines were usually long, even unwieldy, by our standards, and were set out in hemistichs or couplets; the rhyme, which to Western eyes would appear polysyllabic (see p. 267) , was often fixed throughout the poem in hemistichs la, lb, 2b, 3b, 4b, and so on, though the longest poems fortunately rhymed each pair of hemistichs separately. It will, perhaps, be apparent from this how lucky we are that Fitzgerald decided to reproduce poems which, though called "Quatrains" (Rubii1lyat) , were really two-line fragments of two hemistichs to the line: the rhymescheme and length of line, so perfect for his purpose, would have proved a wearisome burden in English if carried on for twenty, fifty, and more lines at a time!'
Most of the classical poems except the epics (and even they in places) employ a vocabulary of peculiar richness and subtlety, full of allusions and puns that are often woven into intricate schemes carried easily over ten or twenty lines. It is this tendency to euphuism and artificiality that at its most extreme inevitably offends Western taste, and in consequence much modern Oriental taste as well. One of the more endearing, if somewhat naive, traits of our times is a passionate concern with "sincerity," if only in support of the thesis that most men at most times are not, and cannot be, sincere: at any rate, it is impossible for us to believe for long in the sincerity of a poet as concerned as was the classical Persian with technique, particularly where he was so manifestly and explicitly saying, merely in a new way, what hundreds had said before him. A related source of failure to "correspond" is the Persian's tendency to develop his poem radially around one concept or figure, rather than in linear progression from one idea to another.' It is a commonplace of textual collation that the lines of Persian poems are frequently "shuffled" about in various permutations: but while a Persian reader has no sense of harm done in consequence, Western students have until recently been sorely exercised on this score, outraged in both scholarship and aesthetic sensibility. One virtue, however, such poetry will obviously have in Western eyes: it quotes admirably in excerpt, virtually each line being a complete epigram in its own right.
How does the modem poetry compare with the classical? We may dismiss, for present purposes, the still not inconsiderable amount of modem poetry that is modem in date alone. The Ancients versus Modems quarrel, to which I referred in my last article (pp. 116-17) , is nowhere more steadily and evenly fought than in the arena of poetry, though the outcome has been doubted by no one for many years past. What, then, of the poetry that represents a rupture, more or less complete and deliberate, with classical tradition? Much of what I said in the previous article (pp. 116-17, 132) immediately applies in broad terms: there are the strains of nationalism and revolution, the tendency to atavistic racialism, the preoccupation with journalistic methods and effects; there is, to some extent, the imitation, often crude and naive, of Western ideas and fashions, though this is perhaps less obvious than in the more impersonal prose; there is the same simplification of language, the stripping of it to the barest functional forms and associations-yet here again the tendency is usually less marked than in prose, and one is constantly brought up short by outwardly incongruous archaisms and artificialities; once again, brutality and sentimentality are inevitable partners, matched with such other pairs (predestined in social and personal unease to long association) as sophistication and naivete, stoicism and self-pity, compassion and egotism, supreme skill and abysmal clumsiness.
It goes, perhaps, without saying that the true epic is virtually dead; but the mystical, especially that Persian paradox the pessimistically mystical, poem is more alive than might have been guessed; while the belletristic has become the major category. This is to say that no categories really exist any more in the old sense. The new categories (so to call them) might conveniently be defined as follows (and the list will look strangely bare and prosaic, even irrelevant, to Western eyes): poems of national defiance; poems of personal despair; poems on set topics (not necessarily commissioned); poems of farce and horror (if the two are normally never far apart for many of us, they are, in the Persian mind, integrally associated) ; and narrative poems, especially of a didactic character. As in the classical period, there are still poems that bestride two or more of the categories, often with more skill than appropriateness. Not surprisingly, there are more poems than in classical times, though still not many, that will not easily fit into any category at all.
Most poems remain long, though Firdausrs reputed 60,000 couplets have no modem rival; I have been able to quote scarcely any in full. The lines are often more ponderous than in the classical period, the rhymes flat, rigid, less essential. Perhaps the most marked differences, however, are the comparative scarcity of pun and allusion; the apparent want of high polish; the conviction of tense, personal utterance, however trivial and ungifted one must often feel it to be. With an increased proportion of narrative poetry, the "radial" is being steadily displaced by the "linear," and it is this that places the modem Persian poet under a restraint his predecessors never knew. I have, I hope wisely, rendered the excerpts I have chosen into prose, with no attempt at either rhythm or rhyme. On the other hand, I have striven to reproduce the feel of the language, using a plain or a "hard" word, an artificial or a "soft" one, a normal or a recherche, as the original usage suggested. Where specially important, I have drawn attention to these, as also to any overtones or allusions that deserve explanation. In each case, I have given the total number of lines in the poem and numbered the lines I have selected, since the disparity involved appears to me not without significance. Some biographical details, especially where they were at probable variance with Western preconceptions, seemed not out of place. While this poem will easily be recognized as one of personal despair, it may not be so readily apparent to a Western reader that both the theme and its expression are in the purest Persian tradition. I do not mean that it could be mistaken for a classical poem; despite the almost classical neutrality of the language, it is too direct, too flat and heavy, for that. But the preoccupation with the injustice of fate, or of the Deity (it will be noted that the poet absolves only the "creature" from blame), and with the pivoting of that injustice on the fulcrum of self-this is the very stuff of all the great mystical and pessimistic poetry of mediaeval Persia. Even the one fully developed image the poet allows himself comes whole from such poetry: the calyx of the red tulip is compared to a cup of blood, the mark at its centre to an unhealed scar on the heart, from which the blood derives. The poem is, moreover, an excellent, and somewhat rare, modern example of what I have called the radial form: the only suggestion of development is in the last hemistich, and that is achieved by introducing the finality of death, in the poet's foreboding that he will not be vouchsafed even to die easily. By ancient convention, incidentally, the position of the last line is often fixed, and the poem's authorship secured, as here, by the incorporation of the poet's pen-name. (The latter is not always as close to his ordinary name as in this poem.) Despite the necessary brevity of this commentary, it may be of interest to a Western reader to see how even the restrained wordplay of a modern Persian poem such as this can help in the task of textual emendation, still almost as urgent (as I pointed out in my previous article, p. 118) in dealing with modern printed texts as with their manuscript and lithograph predecessors. The rendering "provident," in hemistich lb, is based on my reading laqibat-andish ("outcome-considering"), but the text in fact has (with a displacement of only one dot) la/iyat-andish ("salvation-considering," if it is really possible to give it a sense at all). My choice of reading was based partly on obvious (albeit paradoxical) sense, but equally on instinctive awareness of the deliberate contrast of the words avval ("first," "beginning") and (iiqibat ("outcome," "end").
The poem rhymes in the syllable -Ish, whose incorporation in any particular word varies from line to line; in addition, the true rhyme is followed by a "rider" (radii), the unchanging word ml-rasad ("comes"), making, to Western ears and eyes, a fixed rhyme of four syllables.
Firiizkiihi is about fifty years of age, and comes of a family distinguished in public and social work. His thorough classical education includes a (for these days) particularly scholarly training in Arabic, and this often reveals itself in his sensitive handling of the Arabic elements in Persian. I. Whoever has no love of his native-land in his heart is an infidel:
The idea of amOT patriae is enjoined by the Prophet. 
Give thanks if the Lord has given you a just king;
A king, when just, is the feast-day of his land;
5. Never empty your heart of recollection of the Emperor, Especially in the field, for the Emperor is the army's heart.
Once again, a Western reader will immediately apprehend the poem's obvious general sense. He will notice, too, that modern Persian chauvinism sometimes takes a royalist and a retrospective turn. What will, however, be less evocative for him is the fourfold association, in a modern re-casting of the epic manner of Firdausi, of the several elements of patriotism and the Muslim faith, veneration of pre-Islamic Persian heroes, and devotion to the Iranian royal aura (farr). The revolution here, as 2gainst the classical period, is one of style alone, and only a knowledge of Persian will show how subtly and skilfully the mutation has been effected.
A few minor points deserve comment. The Latin phrase in hemistich lb is used to render the equally classical, and equally remote, Arabic hubb aI-wotan. The few, somewhat simple, word-plays will be obvious, even in translation, save the one in hemistich 4a: "if . .. has given," in Persian, is gar dad, "just" is dadgar. If the query "So what?" shonld rise to any lips, I would have no answer, save that such things have always semed to give gennine pleasure to the Persian ear and mind. The reference in hemistich 3b to historical evidence is an allusion to Shapiir I's capture of Valerian, in A.D. 260, and his subsequent employment of Roman prisoners on the construction of a huge dam, at Shushtar, in Southern Persia. It is this that has prompted me to render sUfJa ("bench," the probable origin of our "sofa") by "daiS," that is, a fanciful reference to the dam. It may, however, just conceivably refer to the great rock-relief at Naqsh-i Rustam, showing Valerian humbling himself before Shiipiir; but although the word is used for stone slabs, I know of no case where it refers to such a slab in other than a horizontal position, intended for human repose and recreation.
Bahiir, who died in 1951, at the age of 65, was designated Poet Laureate (the meaning of the other part of his name as given above) while still in his youth. He was a prominent fignre in political and public life, and a considerable scholar and antiquarian. His courage and extreme individualism, resulting in what often looked to outsiders like an inexplicable confusion of othodoxy and radicalism, migbt justify his being compared to Chesterton, though superficially they are very differing figures. As a poet, Bahar's reputation is perbaps based as much on his technical skill and versatility as on depth and power.
III
Saga of the Fleas, also by BAHAR, p. 33 (27 double lines)
When the stars drew black sackcloth over their heads,
The fleas marshalled hosts to raid my body;
2. Two by two, and three by three, ten and twenty at a time, Like camels making for the water~hole.
Here we see the great man off duty, relaxing, somewhat ponderously. It may be that only tbe unhygienic coarseness of the tbeme, or the little incidental evidences of local colour, will strike a Western reader as possibly Oriental; bnt the style is in fact a brilliant parody of tbe classical epic. Moreover, tbis vein of urchin satire, this humorous and goad-humoured delineation of the World's minor miseries, bas for centuries been well established in Persian literature, albeit overshadowed by other more striking aspects. Apart from being a Persian affirmation of the need for inspiration, this poem serves to underline Bahar's view of the intellectual derivation of poetry. It might, too, be thought to lend support for Sir William Jones's long-revered judgment of Persian poetry as "Orient Pearls at Random Strung," were it not for the fact that the critical words "at random" have no place here; they are, as I have suggested above (p. 264), based on a fundamental misconception of the form of poetry in Persian. SajJ (in hemistich 2a) is a special form of rhymed prose, often felt to have quasi-magical force. 2. Tell the rabble not to put into a foreign hand One who has eaten his father's bread at his mother's hand.
S. The dues of oil in north and south are our peculiar;
Tell the foe to burn his face in oil!
From me, Rahar, tell my envious brothers
No one should sell his brother for nothing.
The most interesting comment on this poem, from the standpoint of topicality, is the footnote given in the anthology: "These lines were uttered at the time when North Persian oil was being given to America, and when attacks were being made by internal and external enemies. They were sung at a big concert in Tehran (for the late Darvish Khan) by the late Tahirzade, some time in the year 1301 solar [i.e., A.D. 1922] ." One may, in addition, draw attention to the idealistic association of both ruler and rabble in patriotic exhortation; to the poetic refinement of a rather coarse imprecation, consigning one's enemies to hell (there is nothing here of the farcical English reference to "boiling one's head in oil"); and, finally, to the casual use, in the last line, of an allusion to the story of Joseph in the Old Testament, a staple theme in classical Persian literatore. 84. Morning laughs and a group goes slowly to the river. This poem is dated at Shush (near where Shiipiir built the dam referred to in u above), in January 1947, and was probably written in the course of archaeological work (see below). It owes little or nothing to the classical tradition, where lengthy and evocative description is rarely encountered. The macabre introduction and the body of the poem, with their somewhat forced and mechanical paradoxes, are more likely a late offspring of the Enropean Romantics; the same is probably true of the Richter-like jest involved in the use of so conventional and "cosy" a title, for "shadow" is normally always a protective symbol in Persian, with none of the occasional menace of English usage. Certain poetic clicMs have been reproduced and will be immediately noticed in English. Of those features that cannot be easily rendered in translation, I draw attention to only one example: in line 11, the word I have given as "branch" could on one occasion (and possibly even on both) be translated as "hom." The suggestion of the rustling of dead antlers is not inappropriate here. The ending, qua ending, is unusually optimistic for this type of poetry in Persian: one might reasonably have expected TavalluU to follow the chronology (if nothing else) of Gray's "Elegy," letting a "normal" daytime precede his macabre night. This last verse, in economy of expression and boldness of stroke, has in it something we of the West have come to associate with the Par East, if only in such translations as Arthur Waley's: it is unfortunately something of a rarity in Persian, where language and literature are two of the few things hardly toucbed by Chinese influence.
The poem is deliberately arranged in verses, in simple quatrains (i.e., without division into hemistichs), with the rhyme-scheme abcb; this form is something of a favourite with TavalluU, who clearly prefers it to the more epigrammatic form of the classical quatrain.
TavalluJi is in his early forties, an archaeologist by training and profession, who has worked on the important sites of South Persia. In poetry, he is a resolute individualist, inflicting severe and authoritative criticism on both Ancients and Modems.
VII
The Pickpocket's Repentance?, by ABU AL-QASIM HALAT, p. 122 (quoted in entirety)
1. In a street. one night, I saw two pickpockets;
At mere sight of them, the hair stood up on my body.
One, en route, was complaining to the other: "I vow a thousand times never again to touch a person's pocket,

"Because one evening a smart young fellow
.. 'Induced' me to pick his pocket, and 4. "When I got his wallet out and opened it up, "Nothing was to be found in it but my wife's picture."
As if the question-mark in the title were not enough, or already too much, the humorous intent of this poem is underlined by subtitling it jukiihi, "funny story"! As I remarked in my last article (p. 122), "overemphasis of the point is an ancient failing of Persian narrative." We have here a fairly common, though fortunately by no means completely typical, vein of Persian humour: it is a sort of versified rendering of a caption fit to accompany the crude and overdrawn cartoons often appearing in Persian, and Arabic, newspapers and magazines.
Halat is in his mid forties, a journalist, and a writer in the fields of sociology and criticism. He is best known, however-and he has not hesitated to seek popularity-for his humorous poems, which make an easy appeal to the man in the street. A possible paradox, as it may seem to Western eyes, is that he writes in a markedly classical style. In reading my translation, this fact should be borne in mind, for I have not been able to do the remotest justice to his manner, a manner which will put even the least literary of his admirers comfortably at home among the things they know. In a sense, though the comparison will obviously be unfair to Halat in many ways, there is an element of similarity here with the reassurance felt by many people at the traditional language of verses on Christmas and birthday cards. The poem has a footnote, to the effect that "it was composed during an air-journey." The Alburz range is the huge and omnipresent barrier (never entirely snow-free) that cuts Tehran off from the Caspian Sea; these mountains are part of the several chains running from the Caucasus and Turkey, across Persia and Afghanistan, to Tibet and Northern India, but to a Persian they will always have a particular and national signifi-cance. The somewhat "chocolate-boxy" opening is undoubtedly deliberate, an attempt to express the striking contrast between the appearance of tbe range, in all its mildness, from the air and its seeming ferocity wben viewed from the Tehran plain. The general spirit of the poem differs sharply from that of, say, II above, though tbe theme is basically the same: the brusque chauvinism of the latter gives way here to a mild, nostalgic dignity that is far more typical of classical utterance.
Danish (to use what is really his pen-name) is in bis late fifties, a Khorasani, from the far northeast. He is, in characteristic Persian style, a multiple personality of a type not often encountered nowadays in the West among poets : a merchant, a journalist, a member of Parliament, and an Academician; but it would be a serious misunderstanding to describe his poetry as a bobby. His education was classical in tbe strictest sense of the word, and this is fully rellected in his poetry: with only those subtle differences which suggest tbat no modern Persian (even if so inclined) can really write in the classical style, his poetry could often pass for that of a millennium earlier. For that house has a door to Light.
FREETHINKERS
Shackled to our past and our own age,
To thought-in-pawn and earHer utterance, 2. More worthy than any of prisoner's title:
Let us assume the name of "freethinkers"! These two poems, whicb are apparently to be regarded as parts of one work, are arranged in the classic pattern of two double lines apiece. Tbe rbyme-scbeme of the former is the one familiar in the West from Fitzgerald's rendering: aaba; that of the second is the somewbat less usual aaaa. (Compare these remarks on form witb those on VI above.)
The first poem is a simple, straightforward expression of the mediaeval mystical position in Islam: a call to renounce material possessions and worldly prestige for the solider advantages of God's love and the beatific vision. The second formulates almost as clearly the scepticism of the mystic-and it became a very general (and since often regretted) scepticism in mediaeval Islam-about the power of reason to possess any worth-while knowledge, far less to advance towards new conquests. The impressive contrast with the classic mediaeval formulation lies, perhaps, in the irony of the introductory three lines: the superficial assumption would be that the break with the bonds of tradition can be made only by the rationalist, and that that is what the poet is leading up to say; those who have not cut their dialectical teeth on the Chesterbelloc may be at some loss to grasp the paradoxical dictum that the self-styled rationalists are often themselves the most hidebound of men.
lt may come as something of a surprise, too, to a Western reader to learn that Ra'di, a man of fifty years of age, is a lifelong civil servant, a high official of the Ministry of Education, and a Persian delegate to UNESCO. He is a doctoral graduate of a Swiss university, and is much interested in comparative literature. Of late years his output has been limited; it is mostly classical, though he can handle a modern style with skill. One of his cleverest poems is an adaptation of a celebrated Russian fable, best known in Ivan Krilov's telling as The Swan, the Pike, and the Crayfish; unfortunately, though included in the present anthology, the adaptation is vastly longer than the original and is, by its narrative nature, unsuited to partial quotation here. There's nothing left in this black bowl; 4. And if with heart's eye you look therein, This bowl holds only the colocynth of death. S. Death is gradual, its name "life":
The distinction of the two is only in the name.
From such a goblet, lees-full, no one
In the world is content or sweet-palated.
This otherwise fairly commonplace piece of Persian Housmanism contains some significant word-plays and allusions that were greatly favoured by the classical poets. It may be worth drawing attention to some of them here both as an indication of classical technique and also as instances of the peculiar survival cum laude of what would almost certainly be regarded in English as stale tricks. For example, "hurt" (in hemistich 3a) and "Iees-" (in hemistich 6a) are never distinguished in the traditional unvocalized script; "sweet-palated" (in hemistich 6b) can also be read, and with obvious appropriateness, as "desire-sweetened"; the "black bowl" (in hemistich 3b), into which one is said to "look" in line 4, is a double reference: initially, to the inverted bowl of the sky, with its connotations of destiny and disaster; and secondarily, tn the magic cup of the legendary hero J amshld (alias Solomon alias Alexander), in which the world's doings were beheld-this according to an Islamic belief that, though often denounced as apocryphal, has been kept alive by the splendid settings it has been given, in Persian poetry in particular. (The cup is sometimes replaced by a mirror, and in such cases there is thought to be a relationship with the Pharos at Alexandria.)
Rajavi, who is in his late forties, was something of a youthful prodigy in mathematics, and he has always remained a pro1ilic and polymath writer. In private life he has been a teacher and an inspector for the Ministry of Education (this theme recurs often enough in the recent histnry of Persian literature to make one wonder less, perhaps, at what is often regarded as the anomaly of Arnold's position!). He is a linguist, with attainments in Arabic, Turkish, French, and Old and Middle Persian. His "modernism" lies usually (though not particularly here) in content; his sense of language and rhythm remains firmly classical. Rise. 0 moon of new hope, maybe you will show the road. 10. The mind was distraught, and distraught poetry was born of it:
A distraught~bearing mind is more to my liking than barrenness.
The poem is divided into uneven stanzas containing the following numbers of double lines respectively: 2, 3, 2, 2, 1; I have thus quoted here half of the first stanza, none of the second, and the whole of the last three. With these indications, other eyes than mine may be able to recreate a more perfect whole to which I have done violence. This poem is dated at Tehran, in 1309 solar, when Farzad was about twenty-five years old. It is prefaced by a typical quotation from RiimI, Persia's greatest mystical poet and reputed founder of the order of so-called Dancing Dervishes; the quotation, which is in itself worthy of translation, runs, "I have essayed far-contemplating reason; hereafter I will myself make mad. The madman is he who never went mad, who saw the watchman and entered not the house." I take this to be very close to number IX above (particularly the first poem), with the added element of pity for those worldly-wise SallS who feared to abandon themselves to the transports of unreason. 6 popularity without precedent. The imagery is often newly minted, albeit from second-hand materials: for example, "royal falcons" abound in classical poetry, but in other associations than the whiteness of their breasts. The reference in the first line to "capping" women derives its point from the fact that, until fairly recently, Persian women wore no real headgear as distinct from the veil; moreover, there is probably a sly thrust at women's traditional foolishness (as viewed generally in Islamic literature) in that the expression I have rendered by "capped" means literally "headed," "put a head on." The reason why the snow is described as "precious" (hemistich lb) may also need explanation: it is the source of a great part of Persia's water supply.
Mu l aiyad Thiibiti is in his late fifties. He is another poet to pursue active careers in politics and scholarship. Comment here may be confined to lines 3 and 8. In the former, adequate elucidation has probably already been given under numbers I, IX, and XII, though this is the first instance of the very common figure of "the wine of unreason"; it is this sort of ambiguous figurative language which has made the classical poems of Hafiz and others a pleasurable battleground for Western scholars with strong views, one way or the other, on the fittinguess of even comparing alcoholic intoxication to mystical ecstasy. All views have had their champions: that the wine is real, that it is mystical, that it is both, that it is sometimes one and sometimes the other, and finally that it is neither, being a mere poetic cliche. It is at least permissible to assume that the last is the case in the present instance. The figures in line 8 are certainly as stereotyped as one could wish. Markedly uncIassical, however, is the development of this poem, through a partial transition in the lines I have omitted, to the abrupt turn of the last line.
XVI
Extract from The Hidden,' by MAJD AD-DiN MiR-FAKHRAJi, p. 10
For a ray of eternity, in deceit of hope, Ever I burn with the stars and the sun . ..
To read those vanished dicta,
The register is ever open but the eye sightless. God's tongue beats ever in my heart, Ever, yes . . . but "ever" is without meaning.
XVII
Extract from the same, p. 46, first three lines
The flowers of our garden are all mortal;
In the sun of our knowledge there is no light; Even hope is but the shadow of long-suffering.
1 feel 1 may have kept some of the most absorbing, baffiing, even repellent, of my selection of modern Persian poetry till the last. I know next to nothing of Mir-Fakhrii'i himself; the poems were apparently written in London in 1947, and published there, in a small edition, in 1948. They run to about 70 pages, with an average of 8 single lines (usually divided into two equal verses) to a page. There is no reliable indication as to whether, or where, larger divisions should be made, one verse often seeming to have more completeness in itself than several others taken together. Mir-Fakhrii'i has struck out for himself a most original path in form, rhytlun, rhyme, and vocabulary, and his work seems to me to bear the mark of greater polish than that of any living poet except Tavalluli (see VI above) . It is not easy to be so sure about his significance.
I have not seen fit to include in this very brief review any poems on set topics. There seemed no point, and there would certainly have been no pleasure, in rendering equivalent Persian samples of Mr. John Masefield at his least inspired, though the present anthology contains several: poems in recurrent celebration of the births or deaths of FirdausI, SaldI, and the philosopher-scientist of the Middle Ages, Avicenna (alias Thn SInii); poems on Babar's death (see II-V), on the Shah's return from a journey, or from exile, or on his generosity in distributing Crown land to the peasants. The great exponent of this genre is Siidiq Sarmad (1907-) , but this is not to say that he is in general an indifferent poet, or that his set poems are not greatly admired by many of his countrymen.
In conclusion, I would emphasize that my purpose in this article has been to demonstrate the sort of things modern poets in Persia are saying, and how they are saying them; to give the Western reader a privileged oversight of what he cannot normally hope to see, a glimpse of what was after all never meant for his eyes. Herein lies one great attraction of this field: the speeches and actions of public figures in the East are often ostentatiously paraded for the Western man's benefit, and he feels accordingly the mOre justified in judging them, even when aware of all the hazards of possible distortion, both from without and also within his own field of apprehension; but literary creation, and particularly poetry, is private to a culture, if not to an individual. Conscious that such privacy may be suspended only on terms of hospitality, the interested Western man will rightly approach the East's poetry, given the chance, with more awareness of the risks involved but less suspicion and fear. (II, 2426) , and that with a slight variation for which the editor gives no variant reading. In the circumstances, it is perhaps not surprising that Nicholson understands the portion he does include somewhat differently from myself: "The (real) madman is he that has not gone mad, he that has seen this night-patrol and has not gone home." The night-patrol is interpreted as "the worldliness and unrighteousness from which the mystics flee" in Nicholson's commentary, whereas I look on it more in the light of the unprepossessing guardian of the abode of mysticism, who deters the casual caller. Nihufte, publisbed in Persian by Luzac & Co., London, 1948 . The text is well printed, but unfortunately contains no notes or introduction of any kind.
